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ABSTRACT 

This research focuses on fulfilling the delivery men who work in the online 

food industry’s need. Using the qualitative method to find the method that can increase 

job satisfaction and job commitment of them. The delivery men, who are not usually 

considered as the formal employee of the on-demand food delivery platform, are playing 

an important role in this business.  As to improve the quality of the delivery process, it’s 

important to improve the delivery rider’s satisfaction. To identify and classify the needs, 

this research adopts ERG framework and using it as the method to find out the key 

factors toward job satisfaction and job commitment. The research data were using open-

ended interview questions. Totally 10 interviewees who work as delivery men in the 

online-food delivery platform company in Bangkok were selected. The finding 

confirmed that the delivery men do have different kinds of needs besides salary, 

therefore this research proposes several recommendations and ideas that may help 

enhance job satisfaction and job commitment of delivery men. 
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CHAPTER I 

 INTRODUCTION 
	
	
1.1 The on-demand food delivery services  

The on-demand food delivery services, by and large, is the internet service 

that use web or mobile application to order foods and delivered to the specific places 

instead of heading to the restaurant. Nowadays there are many applications for the 

consumer to order food online. Some of them are application from the chained restaurant 

such as The Pizza Company and Burger King, S&P, etc. which developed their 

application for customer to shop online and get the food by the delivery service by the 

inside function. On the other hand, the platform application provides more selection of 

food for the consumer to choose, and get what they want promptly (Kimes, Sheryl; 

Laque, Philipp, March 2011). The platform applications now are popular with the 

customer in the city area in South East Asia, to whom are tired of the traffic jam or don't 

want to spend time to dine out. These applications such as Food Panda, Grab Food, Line 

Man and Go Jek, etc. of which which can let customers select the food they want and 

place the order, are now playing important roles in the food delivery market in SEA area. 

The recent e-economy research done by Google and TEMASEK (2019) 

demonstrate the most important five key areas, which forming the Internet economy 

today: online Media, online Travel agency, the ride hailing service, the e-commerce 

marketplace, and the digital financial services. Among these kinds of transaction done 

via internet, the ride hailing services become the second largest section of the SEA e-

economy. From total value of $2.9 billion in 2015 to $12.7 billion in 2019. The online 

food delivery, as a part of the Ride hailing services, is the main reason of the growth, 

from $0.4 billion in 2015 to 5.2 billion in 2019, increased by 13 times within 4 years. 
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Figure 1.1 Total Ride Hailing market size in SEA area (Google, 2019) 

 

As in Thailand, the Online Food Delivery report was done by Statista (2019), 

the platform to consumer food delivery revenue counts for $33 million in 2018 and is 

estimated to be $100 million in the year 2023, anticipated for 300% growth from 2018. 

By watching these reports and figures, we can understand the online food delivery 

service is now a hot business in Thailand. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Food delivery platform market size in Thailand (Statista,2019) 
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 However, as the market grows, the competition of the food delivery industry 

is becoming more and more intense as well. The key player of the food delivery 

application are all multinational enterprises such as Food Panda (Germany), Grab 

(Malaysia), Line (Japan), Go Jek (Indonesia). As the competition heats up, there are 

more and more people join this industry, from the supplier side, many restaurant join 

the online delivery platform to make more sales. On the other hand, more and more 

people choose to work as a delivery man, the recent research from Kasikorn Bank (2019) 

shows that in 2019, the online food delivery business stand for about 8 percent for the 

whole Thailand in the restaurant market sales. The “lazy” economy benefits not only the 

consumers, but also the whole restaurant business supply chain. The restaurants have 

more chances to expand their business to reach more customers, also giving out more 

extra income chances to the cooperated motorbike riders from all the delivery 

transactions being made. The consumer can enjoy various kinds of foods and have more 

selection than before without suffering from the traffic in city area. 

 

 

1.2 Problem Statements 
There are now around more than a hundred thousand delivery men to work 

in the on-demand food delivery platform company in Thailand. The main task of the 

delivery rider is to check the order, to get the food and delivery to the places where the 

customer wanted. Instead of standby in a specific location and fixed working hours, the 

driver can stay anywhere they like to and choose whether to take the case or not, also 

work at the time whenever they want. Compared to the normal jobs in Thailand, the 

delivery driver's job would be more time flexible and has more potential to gain more 

income. However, besides the advantages, there are many issues should be mention as 

well.  

On November 28, 2019, there was a protest for about 150 Grabfood riders 

strike for the wage cut in Pattaya (Boonlua Chatree,2019). A delivery ride within 4.5 km 

that Grabfood used to pay for the delivery rider was 55 baht. Now the Grab company 

decreased it to 30 baht per ride, about 45% lower than before. The grabfood riders 

blamed the company not only on the wage cuts but also not provide insurance to them. 

The boycott action not only in Pattaya, but also in Phuket and Bangkok in 2020 
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(Achadtaya, 2020) (Penchan, 2020). The whole Thai delivery riders seem not satisfied 

with the wages they get from the company. As the pay was cut, the drivers have not 

received any other benefits such as vehicle maintenance, the company not provide the 

insurance for the drivers as well. As for their work spend most of the time go back and 

forth on the road, the job itself is quite risky.  The report from the World Health 

Organization (2018), Thailand has the highest motorbike death accidents number in the 

world. Nearly 70% of traffic deaths are caused by motorcycle crashes.  

Also for the riders work for online food delivery industries, the company 

are not considered them as company employees. The company called them “partners”. 

When it comes to disputes between the company and riders, they have no power to 

negotiate for the welfare they need. 

To make the delivery services successful, the motorbike delivery riders play 

a crucial role in this business. It represents the bridge between the shops and the 

customers. In the current online food delivery market there are many competitors, the 

company should put the effort in to increase the customer's satisfaction and loyalty to 

keep consumers making the consistent purchase. The previous research on the food 

delivery on-demand online (Suhartanto et al, 2019) (Liu et al, 2008) indicate that the 

efficient delivery and prompt response are significant to the consumer satisfaction on 

the online food delivery. 

According to Branham (2005), with higher employee satisfaction, the 

company could benefit from higher productivity, lower turnover rate, safety records.” 

As to improve the quality of the delivery process, it’s important to improve 

the delivery rider’s satisfaction. Understand the rider’s need would be the first crucial 

step. 

 

 

1.3 Research objective 
 The main goals of this study are to figure out the key issues that are about 

the job commitment and job satisfaction of food delivery riders, to have a good 

understanding of what they need for work in order to keep the efficient food delivery 

business. 
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1.4 Research goal 
 After getting to know all the factors are linked with the commitment and 

satisfaction of job for food delivery riders, the result would help the companies which 

want to have insights into what rider need to encourage them to work better. The result 

will be useful for those who want to keep online food delivery service efficient. The 

information can also help those who want to have more insights into the food delivery 

industry. 

 

 

1.5 Research scope 
 This research used qualitative methodology, making interview to gather 

information from people who work as delivery riders in food delivery industry. The 

interview aims to understand details of needs of the food delivery riders. The interview 

had done in March 2020. 

 

 

1.6 Summary 
 This chapter introduces the current situation about the online food delivery 

market in Thailand, knowing the delivery men, which salary are paid case by case, are 

not usually being considered as formal employees by the companies. Their job 

commitment and job satisfaction would be important issues toward the online food 

delivery industry. These concerns bring about the motivation of this research and the 

next chapter will do the literature review about the employee motivation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 
As for discussing job commitment and job satisfaction, this chapter starts to 

review the theories related to people’s motivation and needs. First the Maslow’s 

hierarchy theory, which is known as the fundamental theory of all. Then illustrate the 

extended theory ERG, which is adapted to be the framework of this study. 

 

 

2.1 Maslow's hierarchy of needs 
When discussing the most famous theory of people’s needs, this pyramid 

form theory is often used to recognize and classify the various kind of interests that 

organizations can provide to meet their employees' needs. Based on Maslow’s 

observation (1954), the needs of humans would be divided by 5 levels, which are 

physiological, safety, love and belonging, esteem, and self-actualization. Classified the 

needs from the low level to high level. When the lower level needs being fulfilled, 

gradually people would try to find the needs that belong to the higher level. The needs 

would come up with sequence. If the lower-level needs not being satisfied, people would 

not begin to pursue the needs of higher level. The goal of fulfilling needs would be set 

by the hierarchy This model provides a general framework for the following motivation 

theories to develop more detailed and sophisticated content. 
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Figure 2.1 Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1954) 

 

As figure 2.1 illustrated, among all the needs, the Physiological would be 

fundamental. And then it comes to Safety, Love & belonging, Esteem, and finally comes 

to self-actualization. Maslow’s theory was widely applied to many aspects and affected 

many scholars who researching motivation. 

 

 

2.2 ERG Theory 
Even Maslow’s theory was popular, the theory itself still faces much 

criticism. there are many criticisms including lacking experimental data to support their 

result, which expect that all the employee’s needs are similar, and the theory seems not 

supporting motivation at all, rather just indicate the satisfaction part (Graham, 

Messner,1998). Therefore, based on this theory, many researchers try to adopt it and 

make it closer to reality. Alderfer, Clayton expand and modified Maslow’s theory (1969), 

turn the 5 level hierarchy into his ERG theory, which stands for Existence, Relatedness, 

and Growth.   
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Figure 2.2 ERG Theory (Alderfer,1969) 

 

Alderfer classified the needs and combined them into 3 categories: 

Existence needs, Relatedness needs, and the Growth need as Figure 2.2 illustrated. 

Different from the Maslow’s concept that the lower needs should be satisfied before the 

higher level, Alderfer considers that the importance of these three kinds would be 

different from each person. Everyone would have his or her opinion of their importance 

of needs. According to ERG theory, only focus on specific needs would not affect 

motivation. The organization should understand that the employee has different kinds 

of needs should be fulfilled at the same time. The ERG theory also indicates that if 

higher-level needs cannot be satisfied, then the demand for lower-level satisfaction will 

increase. A person who cannot fulfill the growth needs would have more demand for 

relatedness and existence needs. 

 

 

2.3 Conceptual Framework: 
This research adapts ERG theory, to find out what are the motivation factors 

that support riders who work in online food delivery. By applying the ERG theory, to 

find out the company provide the needs for the delivery riders. Then discuss how these 

needs linked to job satisfaction and job commitment. The whole framework as 

illustrated in ERG theory would focus on the main 3 kinds of needs.  

● Existence need: Does the company provide competitive salary, the insurance and 

orientation training, etc. 
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● Relatedness need: Does the riders have channel to express their idea to the 

supervisor? Any community for riders to join? How the bonus system works? 

do they give awards to the riders? 

● Growth need: Does this job provide the riders sense of fulfillment? Does this 

work match your life plan? 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 ERG Theory (Alderfer, 1969) 

 

 

2.4 Summary 
 To sum up, this research will try to understand the details of the motivation 

factors. By applying the ERG theory, focus on the main 3 categories of needs and to 

find out how a Food delivery company can do for their cooperate delivery riders. And 

how to fulfill these needs that may lead to better job commitment and job satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

 

This chapter illustrates the methodology of this study, including the tools of 

collecting data, the way data sampled, and how the data be analyzed.  

To sum up, this research using qualitative method, to get detailed 

information about the delivery men’s thoughts and feelings. To find out the delivery 

men’s needs, the framework method is applied for data analysis. The data sampling is 

10 deliver men who are currently working in the on-demand delivery company now. To 

give out interview questions based on the ERG theory. 

 

 

3.1 Research design 
This research aims at understanding the job commitment and job satisfaction 

of the delivery man who works in the on-demand food industry. As the ERG theory 

indicates, the needs of people can be divided into 3 parts. the study would develop a 

way to gather the details of the needs that can boost the job commitment and job 

satisfaction of delivery men. To understand the needs and opinions of delivery men, this 

research conducted in a qualitative method, interviewed the delivery men for detailed 

information. The qualitative method is chosen for this research would collect deeper 

feelings, thoughts, experiences, and inside feelings, allow the participants to answer 

detail information. (AtienoO.P.,2009; RahmanM.S.,2017).  In this research, the detailed 

information from the delivery man was being collected and analyzed, to find out the 

needs of which were the constructs this research tried to dig out and analyze. 

This research applied a semi-structured interview, provided several open-

end questions for respondents to answer, to capture their personal perspective toward 

the needs. Even though it is clear that people have the need for salary, safety, and so on. 

In order to make sure the quality of research, generalizability would be the key in order 
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to increase the validity of the research (Golafshani, N, 2003). The questions that 

developed from the ERG model will be illustrated in paragraph 3.3. 

This research recorded all the interviews by note-taking for data collecting. 

And the framework method was applied for the data analysis. The framework method 

provides a structured way for those who conduct research refining the data 

systematically(Gale,2013). To summarize and refine the data for this research, the 

working analytical framework would be converted based on the ERG theory and this 

research coding on the issues that matters with the needs of the delivery men. all the 

data related to the needs were classified by the ERG model and observed their linkage 

with the job commitment and job satisfaction. To find out the data related to the 

components in the framework, and to understand how they interact and influence the 

intention to use the food delivery application. The structured framework would help to 

understand the answers that this research wants to discuss. 

 

  



Table 3.1 Working analytical framework for data analysis 

12 
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3.2 Data Sampling 
Among all the cities in Thailand, Bangkok Metropolitan Region has a 

population about more than 14 million (National Statistical Office,2012), about 23% of 

the whole nation. Bangkok would be the most representative city for the Thai market.  

This study will aim at the food delivery men who work in the online delivery 

platform in Bangkok city area. The sampling targeted at the delivery men who are 

currently working in online food delivery companies in Bangkok. Take totally 10 

interviewees and use convenience sampling as the method for forming the data sample. 

 

 

3.3 Interview questions 
The interview questions were open-ended questions designed according to 

the ERG model(Alderfer,1969), by focusing on the 3 main kinds of needs illustrated in 

ERG model. to find out does the job fulfill these needs and require the respondents to 

give some comments. 

 

3.3.1 Leading questions 

● How long have you been working in delivery services? 

● What are the reason for you to choose to work as a delivery rider? 

 

3.3.2 General working condition 

● What your daily routine of your work? 

● What are the difficulties for this job? 

 

3.3.3 Existence needs 

● Are you satisfied with the current salary? 

● Does the company provide the insurance for the work? 

● Does the company provide assistance when accident occurs? 

 

3.3.4 Relatedness needs 

● Does the company give you the tools and technologies you need to do 

your job well? 
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● Is there any channel for you to convey your opinion to the supervisor? 

Do they value your feedback? 

● Do you feel connected to your coworkers? 

 

3.3.5 Growth needs 

● Do you feel yourself being considered important at work?  

● On a scale of 1 to 10, how much you think you reach the work-life 

balance life? 

● Do you considered you will fulfill your talents in this job? 

 

3.3.6 Other comments 

● Would you refer someone to work here? 

● Do you have any other comments for this job? 

 

 

3.4 Summary 
	 Conducted in qualitative method, this research using the semi-structured 

interview to collect the data of delivery men’s needs for their work. The interview 

question was designed according to the ERG model, aimed at knowing the delivery 

men’s 3 kinds of needs and the issues about their attitude toward job commitment and 

job satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 4  

RESEARCH FINDINGS 
	
	

This chapter includes the information of 10 people interviewed who are 

currently working as the delivery man in the on-demand food delivery service. The 

research interviewed all the 10 participants with the interview questions designed in the 

previous chapter. Using the editing analysis to sort and organize the data to fit in the 

ERG theory, then to discuss how these needs affect job commitment and job satisfaction. 

 

 

The table below illustrate the detail of all participants in this study: 

 

Table 4.1 Information of interviewees 

Person Company 

Working experience 

in Food delivery 

Full time / Part 

time 

A Grab food 5 month Part time 

B Food Panda 1 month Part time 

C Food Panda 2 month Full time 

D Grab Foood 1 year Full time 

E Food Panda 3 month Part time 

F Grab Food 9 month Full time 

G Grab Food 8 month Part time 

H Food Panda 4 month Full time 

I Food Panda 2 month Part time 

J Food Panda 3 month Full time 
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4.1 Data analysis 
 To find out more about the needs of the people who work as a delivery man, 

the ERG model is used for classified and to find out the kinds of needs that may help 

delivery man to increase work satisfaction and work commitment. By labeling the 

interviewee’s�response to building up the factors supporting for working as a delivery 

man in the on-demand food industry. 

 

4.1.1 Existence needs 

Whether the participant is working as a delivery man as full-time job or part-

time job, all the 10 participants are emphasizing the importance of the salary. The full-

time delivery man count on this job for it is the main source of income, the participants 

who work part-time, also need to make their living although they may be student or have 

other occupations. To work as a delivery man is the method that they use to satisfy the 

existing need. Some situation in the food delivery work that causes the deduction of the 

income were all being considered as factors of dissatisfaction such as to get orders in 

traffic areas or the canceled orders, or spending extra expense for buying equipment for 

the work as they mentioned: 

“During the peak time, it’s tiring to stuck in the traffic jam, it wastes lots of 

time because for us, as for the same length of the route, the income we can get for each 

ride are the same, some area is much traffic jam than other places and that make us lose 

more chance to earn more income while getting orders at the traffic area.”  

As for personal safety, Grabfood didn’t provide the insurance for the 

delivery job, they only provide the compensation for the canceled orders which the 

delivery man have already bought the food. As for Food Panda, they classify the drivers 

into 5 levels by the working hour they accumulated, the accident insurance is only 

provided for the people who reach level 1. Just only a few parts of delivery man can 

work under the insurance protection. 

“There are 5 level of delivery man in Food Panda, the level 5 can get 40 

baht per order completed, and as you accumulated more working hours, you can get the 

bonus and upgrade to next level, and by the level 1, which is the highest level, you can 

get 55 baht per order, and receiving some other benefits such as insurance for accident” 
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“The company didn’t provide the insurance for delivery man, so all I can do 

is be cautious while working. There are traffic accidents happens everywhere. It’s scary 

for easy to get involved if I didn’t pay attention while riding motorbike. If I got hurt, the 

high medical expense, the repairing fee would be expensive. Besides I may not able to 

work for a while due to the injury. 

 

4.1.2 Relatedness needs 

Different from the traditional job, the delivery man who works in an on-

demand food application company doesn’t have fix schedule and working places, they 

can select the time they available to work and don’t need to check-in at the office. 

Almost all the interactions between the company and the delivery man are via the 

internet. Usually, they don’t have connections with other people at work unless they 

want to. Also, there’s no pressure from other people, the delivery man just only 

responsible for themselves, there no supervisor to inspect the delivery man’s work. The 

performance appraisal is all based on the feedback from customers sending to the 

application and get the paid accordingly.  

“Usually, I only feel connected with the company only by the application. I 

work alone, I know some people who also work as a delivery man but we have no 

connection at all. We would call for the call center to help unless there is an accident 

that occurred. In fact, besides the orientation, I haven’t talked to the people from the 

company.” 

“Basically I feel that I work as an individual, the people I contact during 

the job mostly are from restaurants and the customers. I have not much sense of 

belonging with the company.” 

From the personal side, some delivery man has their working group, it may 

consist of many people who may already know each other, and gathering together to 

building up the relationship. 

“I came to work as the delivery man is from my friend’s recommendation. 

Also, I join my friend’s group of delivery men, we share everything in life and that makes 

me feel warm and happy.” 

 

4.1.3 Growth needs 
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 For the Part-time delivery man, this work provides them another way to 

increase income, but somehow it just the support activity for their goal in other careers. 

For the people who work full-time, they enjoy the lifestyle of being free and not being 

tied up, they can arrange their schedule as they wanted. However, it also shows that 

most of the respondents think that this work is easy, not many things to learn from it. 

  “Yeah, I am satisfied with my job now, everything is comfortable with me. 

All I need to do is take orders and deliver them to the customer. It’s easy, not big deal 

for me.” 

“It’s an easy job, you just prepare your own motorbike, learn how to use the 

application. I think everyone who can ride motorbike and using mobile phone can do 

good on this job.” 

 “This job’s advantage for me is I can arrange my own schedule. I don’t need 

to worry about being late, it’s quite flexible for me.” 

 Somehow there is still some statement related to personal achievement, as 

in this research, it can be defined as a mindset that focuses on customers unwaveringly 

(Smikle, Joanne L, 2002). The delivery man who has a sense of accomplishment in this 

job mentioned their preference for serving people. 

 “I enjoy this job for I love serving people, I have a sense of accomplishment 

when finishing orders. When the customer says thank you I feel joyful. I wish to do my 

best at every detail of this job such as be polite and patient. To provide the best attitude 

toward work as what I want to receive from the other people who served me.” 

 

 4.1.4 Job commitment 

As for work as delivery man has more space of freedom than other jobs, 

both part-time and full-time respondents are not having a strong commitment to their 

company. Most of them show a sort of uncertainty for the future, as for part-time 

respondents this work is not their first choice for a career.  All of them are happy to 

introduce this job to other people, but none of them would commit to working it for a 

long. Even the existence needs seem being fulfilled, all participants still have a sense of 

uncertainty for the future to find another way to achieve themselves. It seems that the 

delivery job cannot satisfy them when it comes to growth needs. 
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  “Now I live alone, the salary is enough for my own living, but if I get 

married, I might have other way to earn more to support the family. This job is ok but I 

think I want to try more.” 

“I am not sure for the future, but the delivery job is just supporting activity 

for my photography career, to fill up my empty time and earn more income. However, 

the photography still be the number one place for my career.” 

“After I graduated, I am not sure that in the future what can I make for a 

living. And for now I just thought that this work can earn extra money for myself, maybe 

I will have another full-time job in the future.” 

 

4.1.5 Job satisfaction 

Apart from some minor environmental issues such as hot weather and traffic 

in Bangkok, all the participants are satisfied with their job now. As the question for 

giving 1 to 10 points for work-life balance, the average is 7.05 and the median is 7 points. 

The reason they applied for this job including free schedule, good paid, love riding 

motorbike to many places. And it turns out that the job did not fail to meet their demand 

much. Even they may not work as a delivery man for a long time, all of them satisfied 

with the salary now. The better salary compared to other service job is the main reason 

why they still working as a delivery man now. However, the participants usually only 

mentioned about their satisfaction toward salary and lifestyle, not much about the needs 

for relatedness and growth.  

“Compared to the normal service job such as staff in 7-11 or supermarket, 

work as delivery man has more opportunity earn more money, and you also can arrange 

your working time.”  

“The task of this job is not hard, the working schedule is free, I can make 

plan of my time freely, also at work I have my friends who share everything at work 

together, compared to other kind of service job, I think this work suits me.”  

“Actually I have nothing to complain about, this job is easy to do, and the 

paid is ok. but for me I just think maybe there are still many things that I can try to do 

in the future. I think I have the potential to learn other skills for work.” 
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4.2 Summary 
To conclude all the information this research gathered, for the current 

delivery men this job does provide the basic existence need which is enough salary for 

them to make a living. Nevertheless, these delivery men are lack of insurance for 

working, which cause huge risk for them regarding the bad traffic condition in Bangkok 

city area. The companies also not fulfill them much needs about relatedness needs and 

growth needs, the delivery men usually need to find their way to fulfill them such as 

join a friend’s working group, or to have another main job to fulfill their higher-level 

needs. And in the next chapter, this research will make the full conclusion and the 

recommendations to the problems we have found. 
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CHAPTER V 

 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

 

After the data analysis, this research would conclude the clarifying the needs 

of the delivery workers and try to recommend to increase job commitment and job 

satisfaction, by using the ERG model according to their reply.  

 

 

5.1 Conclusion 
 Nowadays, the whole world is enjoying the rapid development of modern 

technology. With the greater internet and the mobile device, there are more and more 

new kind or service created to make life more convenient. Many companies create a 

platform to gather all the users as much as they can, and try to meet each other’s demand, 

and exchange the needs they wanted. So-called “platform economic” (Evans, David S., 

et al, 2011). The on-demand food delivery service is also a kind of platform economy. 

However, the research recently shows that whine the platforms become more and more 

powerful, the individual worker on the platform is getting weaker accordingly. Almost 

all the platforms consider these workers as of individual contractors. Compared to the 

normal company employee, the individual contractors rarely have rights or benefits of 

protections, in other words, they have to endure more risk while working (Dubal, 2017).   

 After the interview, we can found out that the on-demand food delivery does 

provide Thai people another way to earn income, whether the person has a full-time job 

or just make it as part-time. All the positive factors toward job commitment and 

satisfaction are related to the existence needs. The flexible working hours and 

competitive salary are the main reason they choose to work as a delivery man. However, 

as for existence needs, the safety issues seem not yet satisfied. the traffic accidents are 

the main risk of this job, in the research of WHO (2018) shows that Thailand ranked 

No.9 on the world’s list of road traffic death rate.  
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As for relatedness needs, most of the participants have not much connection 

with the company except those who already join the working group. Their daily routine 

rarely need to communicate with the company unless the accident occurs. All the 

participants seldom anticipate to fulfill growth needs in this job. They considered the 

delivery work as�a way to increase income, nothing more to do with the job itself, then 

get the salary to do the things they want which are the related with the delivery job itself. 

The benefit they may get with the growth need may be the free schedule, to have more 

freedom to do the things they want. For part-time may be on study, or to improve the 

skills for the main profession. For full-time would be they may have more time to spend 

with family, or to have more chance to find what they really want to do for the career. 

  

 

5.2 Recommendations 
Knowing that there are still many things the on-demand delivery can do with 

the delivery man as for job commitment and job satisfaction, this research would 

recommend the company to satisfy the delivery man’s need as in ERG model mentioned, 

into 3 layers. 

 First as for existence needs, even though the delivery man who currently 

work in this industries seems to be satisfied with the salary and pecuniary bonus they 

can get, the company still cannot neglect the high percentage of the road accident rate. 

The delivery man’s safety is still the main concern. Except for the safety education for 

the new-comer training, the company should consider the insurance as the necessary 

things, not just considered the insurance as rewarding.  

For the Relatedness needs, we can see there are some social network group 

forming by the worker. The delivery men who work with group indicate that that 

improve the satisfaction and make them willing to stay working in the future. This 

research suggests the company can hold more events for the drivers to communicate 

with each other, such as food parties, community meet up. To link up each delivery man 

and the company to have more chances to know each other since this job has fewer 

interpersonal interaction between the delivery man and the platform.  

When it comes to growth need, the people who have the sense to 

accomplishment mentioned about they love the service work, the company may keep 
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up telling their workers how their jobs benefit to people. Take the covid-19 outbreak 

recently, for instance, the corona virus almost shut down all the city in Thailand, all the 

restaurants are forced to close their dining area. Only the takeaway orders can be 

accepted. The company may make more interviews with some workers who work during 

this time, to get some story from them about how they work hard during this period, 

how they help the restaurants and customers to keep the transactions keep going. Then 

the company using social media to share the�video clips and articles to let the public 

know their job, how they benefit the whole society. Also to make up more CSR events 

such as helping the vulnerable groups, elderly people combined with marketing events, 

build up more reputation that makes all workers acknowledge that their works are 

benefiting the society, then they would have more confidence and faith in what they 

work now. 

To deal with these actions for leveraging job commitment and job 

satisfaction, the whole company should pay more effort to make plans on budgets, 

strengthen the human and resource department, public relations department, and last but 

not least, the benefits for all society.  

A success platform should aim at maximizing the benefits for all, rather than 

only for itself so that the platform would have maximum benefit as well. If the platform 

cannot take care of any party’s benefits, in this competitive market the users would find 

the other way to benefit more. That’s why keeping the benefits for all so matters. 

 

 

5.3 Limitations of the study 
 The limitations of this study would be the size of the samples. This research 

mainly focuses on the labor side. Here suggest that the research about the food delivery 

industries may also take a look from the management perspective, to know their 

limitation in the business and the resources they have. In addition, the research may 

provide more quantitative data to support each factor toward job commitment and 

satisfaction. 
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